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Electronic structure of disordered Fe-V alloys
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The first-principles discrete variational method is employed to investigate the electronic structure and local
magnetic properties of disordered Fe-V alloys. The spin-polarized case is considered in the formalism of the
local-spin-density approximation, with the exchange-correlation term of von Barth–Hedin. The effect on the
local magnetic properties of adding V atoms in the immediate neighborhood of iron atoms is investigated. The
partial density of states, hyperfine field (Hc), magnetic moment (m), and isomer shift are obtained for the
central atom of the cluster. For the impurity V atom in the bcc iron host the calculated values forHc andm are
2203 kG and20.86mB , respectively. The isolated Fe atom in a bcc vanadium host exhibits a collapsed
moment and acts as a receptor for electrons. In ordered alloys the calculations indicate also a vanishing
moment at iron sites.@S0163-1829~98!05901-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Fe-V alloy system is formed by a bcc solid soluti
at high temperatures.1 At the equiatomic composition is
formed an ordered intermetallic compound at low tempe
tures. This phase diagram has been intensively studied in
last decades, mostly concerning the order-disorder tra
tions. Recently, the low-temperature topology of the me
stable phase diagram was established for this system.2 The
critical temperatures for the order-disorder transformat
was measured by Sekiet al. as a function of the
concentration.3 The results showed a nearly symmetric pa
bolic behavior for this dependence. Ryzhenkoet al. have in-
vestigated the local magnetic characteristics of disorde
Fe-V alloys on the basis of an analysis of the functions of
densities of the distribution of the magnetic moments fr
experimental results.4 They obtained a very wide distributio
of the magnetic moments of the iron atoms, correspondin
a strong influence of the local atomic environment arou
them.

In amorphous alloys the appearance of local moments
due to some degree of atomic ordering. In crystalline s
tems, it is also disputed whether this same process c
occur. Moreover, some kind of dependence of the magn
properties on the degree of atomic ordering is expected.
perimental results have indicated that a considerable ave
moment reduction occurs when the disordered bcc alloys
transformed into an ordered phase by low temperature
nealing of Fe-V disordered alloys.5 Magnetic crystalline al-
loys which exhibit a variable degree of atomic ordering a
not usual. Owing to the fact that for the Fe-V alloy syste
the disordered phase it is obtained over the whole comp
tion range, besides the fact that the region where ato
ordering into an intermetallic compound can take place
570163-1829/98/57~2!/857~5!/$15.00
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rather large, makes it a good candidate to investigate th
trends.

Mössbauer spectroscopy results have indicated that
iron moment reduction is not an apparent effect associa
with possible deviations from a ferromagnetic moment
rangement, and have presented evidence that the mag
properties of iron-rich alloys depend strongly on the degr
of atomic ordering.5 Experimental results show that Fe-
alloys are ferromagnetic up to 75 at. % V, and that the
nadium atoms exhibit a small magnetic moment of20.9mB
as impurity in a bcc iron host, antiferromagnetically coupl
with the iron moments.6–9

The dependence of the local moments with the comp
tion in Fe-V alloys was investigated by Maksymowicz b
means of a Green function with the continued-fraction te
nique, including short-range atomic ordering as well
atomic long-range order in a two-sublattice model.10 A linear
decrease of the magnetic moment with the increase o
atoms in the vicinity of iron atoms was obtained from t
calculations. An antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe a
V atoms was obtained, with a value of21.7mB for the V
moment in a bcc iron host. The results indicate also t
there is no minimum number of Fe atoms required in
vicinity of a Fe atom in order for there to appear a loc
moment therein, and besides, that no magnetic moments
expected on the V atoms in the ordered phases. However
lack of experimental data do not permit us to confirm th
only iron atoms contribute to the bulk magnetization in t
ordered state. Furthermore, even for an iron atom surroun
by a neighborhood fulfilled with V atoms is observed t
formation of a local moment. The rate of decrease of the i
magnetic moment with the introduction of V atoms in i
immediate neighborhood was obtained as 0.21mB per atom
from the calculations. The results of Hamada and Miwa g
0.18mB ,11 whereas the experimental result is 0.10mB .8
857 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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858 57KRAUSE, PADUANI, SCHAFF, AND DA COSTA
The electronic structure of Fe-V superstructures h
been calculated with the discrete variational~DV!-Xa
method.12 The results have indicated that the magnetic m
ment at iron atoms does not decrease with increasing
number of vanadium atoms in its vicinity, as it does forHc .
Besides, a linear correlation was obtained betweenHc and
the isomer shift~IS!.

In this paper we investigate the electronic structure
15-atom clusters representing bcc iron and Fe-V alloys.
DV method13 is employed with the exchange-correlatio
term of von Barth–Hedin,14 in the formalism of the local-
spin-density~LSD! approximation. In the next section w
present some details of the calculational procedure, an
the remaining sections we discuss our results.

II. PROCEDURES OF CALCULATION

The DV method uses the Hartree-Fock-Slater model
the linear combination of atomic orbitals~LCAO! to build up
the molecular orbitals. A minimal basis was adopted, wh
includes 1s-4p orbitals for both iron and vanadium. Th
numerical atomic orbitals are generated by solving
atomic problem, in theXa approximation. A spherically av
eraged potential is used around each atom, in order to ob
more contracted valence orbitals. Potential wells located
outer atoms in the crystal region were truncated at the Fe
energy, to prevent the migration of electrons from the cl
ters towards low-lying states located on crystal atoms. T
molecular clusters were built up with the experimental va
of 5.416 06 a.u. for the lattice spacing of bcc iron. The orig
of coordinates is at the body-centered site. The microcry
was extended up to 20 a.u., including few hundred of ato
This embedding scheme is well described elsewhere in
literature.15 The electronic Hamiltonian for a spins can be
written as

Hs52
1

2
¹21Vc~r!1Vxc~rs!

and the total electronic charge density is

r~rW !5(
j

nj suc j s~rW !u2,

wherenj s is the molecular orbital population. The Coulom
bian potentialVc includes both electronic and nuclear par
andVxc is the exchange-correlation.

The one-electron equation

~Hs2e s!c j s~rW !50,

is solved self-consistently in the LCAO approximation a
lowing for different spacial parts of the molecular orbitals f
different spin. The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian a
overlap are evaluated by direct numerical integration pro
dures, using a random sampling method, where a sum
Fermi-type functions around each atom is adopted as
distribution function of the sample points.16

The central atom of each cluster is the probe atom, wh
has bulklike properties. The truncation of the cluster does
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allow sufficient wave-function delocalization to take plac
and so, the local magnetic moments tend to be more at
iclike. Thus, a finite cluster effect is, departing from the ce
tral atom toward the surface of the cluster, one obser
increasing values for the magnetic moments. Actually, o
the central atom of each cluster, which is in the origin of t
coordinate system, has the closest environment to the c
talline ambient, and is the more adequate probe to give r
able results for the bulk properties.

Density of states, hyperfine fields, and isomer shifts

The partial density of states~PDOS! for a particular level
is constructed by weighing each molecular energy level
the corresponding population, and then broadening e
level into a Lorentzian width of 0.085 eV, which is consi
tent with our precision, in order to obtain a continuous cur

The nonzero spin density of electronss at the nucleus
@DrS(0)# gives rise to the Fermi contact hyperfine fie
which can be obtained by

Hc5524.33DrS~0! kG.

The core electrons contribution is obtained by the se
consistent atomic calculations in theXa approximation with
the exchange coefficient of 0.667 for the deep 1s, 2s, and 3s
core orbitals. This is obtained by using the converged e
tronic configurations from the molecular calculations, af
an appropriate diagonal weighed population analysis to
tain the atomic-orbital populations. The conduction-electr
contribution is obtained straight from the molecular orbita
This approximation is advisable since there is not suffici
variational freedom with the minimal basis used here to
reliable numerical accuracy to the contribution of the co
levels.

The isomer shift~IS! value is obtained directly from

IS520.253DrC~0!/mm/s a0
3 ,

where DrC(0) is the total charge density difference
nucleus for absorber and source, respectively, relative
a-iron. We excluded in this calculation the 1s and 2s con-
tributions, considering the lack of precision for them. Ho
ever, it is well known that the deep core electron orbit
give negligible contributions to the IS for iron atoms in di
ferent oxidation states.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The partial density of states~PDOS! for the central iron
atom is shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~c!. The 3d PDOS in Fig. 1~a!
show a very pronounced peak for spin-up states for
d-electron density just below the Fermi surface. An intens
feature for 3d hole states can be seen just above the Fe
energy (EF), in the spin-down band. In Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!
one can verify the antiferromagnetic coupling between loc
ized and conduction electrons. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! display
the PDOS for the V atom isolated in the bcc iron matr
Note how states tend to accumulate in the bottom of thed
band. In the virtual bound states there is a high peak v
close to EF for spin-up states, whereas there still rema
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FIG. 2. 3d PDOS for the central V atom~a!, 4s ~b!, and 4p ~c!.

FIG. 1. 3d PDOS for pure bcc iron~a!, 4s ~b!, and 4p ~c!.
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860 57KRAUSE, PADUANI, SCHAFF, AND DA COSTA
empty states for spin-down electrons. The conduction b
has a small occupation, with the states well localized
lower energies. Two pronounced peaks can be seen for
states in Fig. 2~c!. In Fig. 2~a! the Fermi energy falls into the
minimum of the minority-spin density of states. The sam
result was obtained with multiple-scattering Korringa-Koh
Rostoker Green’s-function tecnhique, as pointed out
Dritler et al.17 A continuous depolarization of the conductio
band is observed, with the increase of the number of V ato
in the immediate vicinity of iron atoms in this host. More
over, for dilute alloys the Stoner criterion is satisfied, whe
the rigid-band model can be applied and the ferromagn
ordering is stabilized through the exchange interaction.

Table I presents the calculated results for the total m
netic momentm, alongside the contribution from conductio
electronsmc (4s14p), the ionizationQ, the magnetic hy-
perfine field~Fermi contact term! Hc , and the isomer shift
~IS!, for the central atom of each cluster. The magnetic m
ment obtained for bcc iron is 2.29mB , and for a V atom as an
isolated impurity in this host it is20.86mB . The experimen-
tal results are 2.217mB and 20.9mB , respectively.8 For the
isolated Fe atom in bcc vanadium host our results indica
null local moment and a receptor character for electrons
the table one sees that the magnetic moment decreases
the increase of the number of vanadium atoms in the vicin
of iron sites. This behavior is confirmed from both theore
cal and experimental results.4,5,8,17

The local symmetry plays a major rule, as can be chec
out in Table I, for the clusters with 2 and 4 V nearest-
neighbor~NN! atoms. For the case of 1 Fe atom surround
by 14 V atoms, in the first and second neighborhood,
result is 0.31mB for the iron moment. Furthermore, for th
cluster with 1 V next-nearest neighbor~NNN!, we obtained
1.56mB for the central iron moment. In this case, th

TABLE I. Calculated results for the total magnetic moment (m),
the contribution from the conduction band 4s14p (mc), the hyper-
fine magnetic field (Hc) and the isomer shift~IS!, for the central
atom of each cluster. FeVcr means one isolated Fe atom in van
dium matrix.

Cluster m (mB) mc Q Hc ~kG! IS ~mm/s!

FeFe8Fe6 2.29 20.35 0.17 2347

VFe8Fe6 20.86 20.40 20.59 2203

FeVFe7Fe6 1.93 20.22 20.47 2178 0.07

FeV2Fe6Fe6
a 1.83 20.10 20.72 2101 20.10

FeV2Fe6Fe6
b 1.40 20.08 20.77 259 20.07

FeV4Fe4Fe6
a 1.83 0.00 20.73 2110 20.17

FeV4Fe4Fe6
b 1.50 20.05 20.76 141 20.07

FeV8Fe6 0.61 0.03 20.54 2104 20.25

FeFe8V6 0.31 20.02 20.52 241 20.06

FeV8V6 0.31 0.05 0.41 17 20.07

FeFe8VFe5 1.56 20.24 20.74 2190 20.05

FeVcr 0.06 0.01 21.10 218 0.04

aTd .
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conduction-electron contribution to the local moment (mc) is
20.24mB . From the behavior of themc value with dilution
one should expect also a fast decrease of the critical temp
ture in these alloys, even in the ordered condition. Usua
the critical temperature decreases and the magnetization
creases when the ordering process takes place. Howeve
experimental results have indicated in this case a reduc
of both the magnetization as well as of the transition te
perature in the ordering process.18

As can be seen in the table the contact field at iron s
decreases steadily with the addition of V atoms in this ho
and depends strongly on the local symmetry on these s
Actually, one feature depicted from these calculations is t
an abrupt reduction inHc is expected when ordering take
place. The observed reduction inHc is due to the reduction
of the contribution from deep-core electrons to the spin d
sity at iron nuclei, an effect arising from the decrease of
polarization of the conduction band caused by the 3d elec-
trons which are going to occupy the spin-down band, wh
in turn decreases the local moment. The calculated result
Hc at 0 K are2347 kG, for pure bcc iron, and2203 kG, for
a V atom isolated in this matrix. From the calculations
estimated a reduction of about 170 kG inHc at a iron site
with the introduction of a 1 V NN atom. With 1 NNN V
atom this reduction is almost the same, which indicate
long-range mechanism in this case. From the table one
also that no linear correlation exists betweenHc and the
long-range order magnetization parameter. At the other ha
the IS value is quite sensitive to the occupancy of the nei
boring shells, and depends strongly on the atomic order
The introduction of V atoms in the immediate vicinity of
Fe atom in this host causes an inflow of electrons into
iron sites, which grows up to 4 V NN atoms, as can be
observed for theQ value in the table. Moreover, the mag
netic moment of V atoms also decreases in this way towa
the collapse with the onset of the atomic orderi
(m520.038mB at V sites!. This indicates that only the iron
atoms contribute to the magnetization for maximum atom
long-range order.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work first-principles calculations are performe
with the molecular cluster DV method in the LSD approx
mation to investigate the electronic structure and local m
netic properties of Fe-V alloys. The calculatedm value of an
isolated V atom in the bcc iron matrix is in good agreeme
with the experimental result. The decrease of the local m
ment at iron atoms comes essentially from the reduction
the contribution from 3d electrons. Our calculations indicat
that in ordered alloys the iron atoms have a vanishing m
netic moment, in accord with experimental predictions. T
local symmetry plays a major rule in these alloys with r
spect tom, Hc , and IS values. From these results one co
cludes that the appearance of local moments are stro
influenced by the atomic ordering in these alloys. The eff
on the magnetization andHc behavior of the occupancy o
the neighboring environment is expected to extend to at le
a few shells of atoms. The introduction of 1 V NN atom
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causes a reduction of about 170 kG in theHc value and
about 0.36mB in the local moment at iron sites. According
these results, the magnetic moment at both Fe and V at
depends on the composition in this phase.
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